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CALIBRATIONINSTRUMENTS
EFO Supplies a range of Calibration

Instruments. The Socket and See CB400AU
is unquestionably the ultimate installation
testing calibration check box. By using this
calibration check box you can be assured

that your test equipment is operating
correctly ensuring that your certification is
always accurate. The CB400AU works with

all leading makes of Loop,
Insulation/Continuity and RCD Testers, both

multi function and also single operation.

INSULATED GLOVE INFLATOR TESTER
SKU: GLOVEIN

The EFO Insulated Glove Inflator Tester is a portable device that
conducts a air test on Insulated gloves and assists users during visual
inspection to search for any abrasion, cuts, tears or punctures. Our
Glove inflator can be used anywhere and comes with a durable storage
bag made out of canvas and a strap to hold the rubber insulating glove
in place.

Read More
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SEW ITC8 CHECK BOX
SKU: ITC8

The SEW ITC8 Check Box provides a quick check to ensure the
instrument being used is reading accurately. This resister block allows
the user to regularly verify the measurements taken by their insulation
tester or multi meter. The check box has 12 resistance settings ranging
from 0.5 Ohms to 10MOhms to check against.

Read More

CALIBRATION VERIFICATION CHECK BOX
SKU: CB400AU

The Socket and See CB400AU truly is the ultimate installation testing
calibration verification check box. By using the CB400AU you can be
assured that your test equipment is operating correctly ensuring that
your certification is always accurate. This unit works with all leading
makes of Loop, Insulation/Continuity and RCD Testers, both multi
function and single operation.

 

Read More
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